Mutual Information (MI) and similar measures are often used in corpus-based linguistics to find interesting ngrams. MI looks for bigrams whose term frequency (~ is larger than chance.
MI and RIDF
Mutual Information (MI), l(x;y) , compares the probability of observing word x and word y together (the joint probability) with the probabilities of observing x and y independently (chance).
l(x;y) = log (P(x,y) / e(x)e(y) )
MI has been used to identify a variety of interesting linguistic phenomena, ranging from semantic relations of the doctor/nurse type to lexico-syntactic co-occurrence preferences of the save/from type (Church and Hanks, 1990 ). Church and Gale (1995) proposed Residual
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Inverse Document Frequency (RIDF), the difference between the observed IDF and what would be expected under a Poisson model for a random word or phrase with comparable frequency. RIDF is a variant of IDF, a standard method for weighting keywords in Information Retrieval (IR) . Let D be the number of documents, tf be the term frequency (what we call '~frequency" in our field) and dfbe the document frequency (the number of documents which contain the word or phrase at least once). RIDF is defined as:
Residual IDF ~ observed IDF -predicted IDF = -log(df/D) +log(1-exp(-8)) = -log(df/D) +log(1-exp(-tf/D)).
RIDF is, in certain sense, like MI; both are the log of the ratio between an empirical observation and a chance-based estimate. Words or phrases with high RIDF or MI have distributions that cannot be attributed to chance. However, the two measures look for different kinds of deviations from chance. MI tends to pick out general vocabulary, the kind of words one would expect to find in a dictionary, whereas RIDF tends to pick out good keywords, the kind of words one would not expect to find in a dictionary. This distinction is not surprising given the history of the two measures; MI, as it is currently used in our field, came from lexicography whereas RIDF came from Information Retrieval.
In addition, it is natural to compute RIDF for all substrings. This is generally not done for MI, though there are many ways that MI could be generalized to apply to longer ngrams. In the next section, we will show an algorithm based on suffix arrays for computing tf, df and RIDF for all substrings in a corpus in O(NlogN) time.
In section 3, we will compute RIDF's for all substrings in a corpus and compare and contrast MI and RIDF experimentally for phrases in a English corpus and words/phrases in a Japanese corpus. We won't try to argue that one measure is better than the other; rather we prefer to view the two measures as mutually complementary.
2 Computing tf and df for all substrings
Suffix arrays
A suffix array is a data structure designed to make it convenient to compute term frequencies for all substrings in a corpus. Figure 1 shows an example of a suffix array for a corpus of N=6 words. A suffix array, s, is an array of all N suffixes, pointers to substrings that start at position i and continue to the end of the corpus, sorted alphabetically. The following very simple C function, suffixarray, takes a corpus as input and returns a suffix array.
int suffix_compare(char **a, char **b){ return strcmp(*a, *b); } /* The input is a string, terminated with a null */ char **suffix_array(char *corpus){ int i, N = strten(corpus); char **result=(char **)rnalloc(N*sizeof(char *)); /* initialize result [i] with the ith suffix */ for(i=0; i < N; i++) result[il = corpus + i; ClSOr't(result, N, sizeof(char *), suffix_compare); return result; } Nagao and Mori (1994) describe this procedure, and report that it works well on their corpus, and that it requires O(NlogN)time, assuming that the sort step requires O(NlogN) comparisons, and that each comparison requires 0(1) time. We tried this procedure on our two corpora, and it worked well for the Japanese one, but unfortunately, it can go quadratic for a corpus with long repeated substfings, where strcmp takes O(N) time rather than 0(1) time. For our English corpus, after 50 hours of cpu time, we gave up and turned to Doug Mcllroy's implementation ( http : //cm. bell-labs, corrJcm/cs/ who/doug/ssort, c) of Manber and Myers' (1993) algorithm, which took only 2 hours. For a corpus that would 29 otherwise go quadratic, the Manber and Myers' algorithm is well worth the effort, but otherwise, the procedure described above is simpler, and often a bit faster.
As mentioned above, suffix arrays were designed to make it easy to compute term frequencies (~. If you want the term frequency of "to be," you can do a binary search to find the first and last position in the suffix array that start with this phrase, i and j, and then tfl"to be") =j-i+l. In this case, i=5 and j=6, and consequently, tfl"to be")=6-5+1=2. Similarly, tfl"be")= 2-1+1 = 2, and ~"to")=6-5+1=2. This straightforward method of computing tf requires O(logN) string comparisons, though as before, each string comparison could take O(N) time. There are more sophisticated algorithms that take O(logN) time, even for corpora with long repeated substrings.
A closely related concept is lcp (longest common prefix). Lcp is a vector of length N, where lcp [i] indicates the length of the common prefix between the ith suffix and the/+/st suffix in the suffix array. Manber and Myers (1993) (1)
In Figure 1 , for example, the interval <5,6> is LCP-delimited, and as a result, 0fCto") = tf("to be") = 2, and dfCto")=dfCto be").
The interval <5,6> is associated with a class of substrings: "to" and "to be." Classes will turn out to be important because all of the substrings in a class have the same tf(property l) and the same df (property 2). In addition, we will show that classes partition the set of substrings (property 3) so that we can compute tf and df on the classes, rather than substrings. Doing so is much more efficient because there many fewer classes than substfings (property 4).
Classes of substrings are defined to be the (not necessarily least) common prefixes in an interval. In Figure 1 , for example, both "to" and "to be" are common prefixes throughout the interval <5,6>. That is, every suffix in the interval <5,6> starts with "to," and every suffix also starts with "to be".
More 
Property 2: dr(s1) = df(s2).
The calculation of dfis more complicated than tf, and will be discussed in section 2.4.
It is not uncommon for an LCP-delimited
interval to be nested within another. In Figure 2 , for example, the in~rval <3,4> is nested within <2,4>. The computation of df in section 2.4 will take advantage of a very convenient nesting property. Given two LCP-delimited intervals, either one is nested within the other (e.g., <2,4> and <3,4>), or one precedes the other (e.g., <2,2> and <3,4>), but they cannot overlap. Thus, for example, the intervals <1,3> and <2,4> cannot both be LCP-delimited because they overlap.
Because of this nesting property, it is possible to express the dfof an interval recursively in terms of its constituents or subintervals.
As mentioned aboye, we will use the following partitioning property so that we can compute tfand dfon the classes rather than on the substrings.
Property 3: the classes partition the set of all substrings in a text.
There are two parts to this argument: every substfing belongs to at most one class (property 3a), and every substring belongs to at least one class (property 3b).
Demonstration of property 3a (proof by contradiction): Suppose there is a substfing, s, that is a member of two classes: class(<ij>) and class (<u,v>) . There are three possibilities: one interval precedes the other, they are property nested or they overlap. The only interesting case is the nesting case.
Suppose without loss of generality that <u,v> is nested within <ij> as in Figure 3 . There will be at least one suffix in the suffix array that starts with s. Let i be the first such suffix and let j be the last such suffix. By construction, the interval <i j> is LCP-delimited (LBL(<ij>) < Isl and S1L(<ij>) >_ Isl), and s is an element of class(<ij>).
Finally, as mentioned above, computing over classes is much more efficient than computing over the substfings themselves because there are many fewer classes (at most 2N-l) than substrings (N(N+I)/2).
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Property 4: There are N classes with tf=l and at most N-1 classes with ~'> 1.
The first clause is relatively straightforward.
There are N intervals <i,i>. These are all and only the intervals with tf=l. By construction, these intervals are LCP-delimited.
To argue the second clause, we will make use of a uniqueness property: an LCP-delimited interval <ij> can be uniquely determined by its S1L and a representative element k (i.~.k<j).
Suppose there were two distinct intervals, <id> and <u,v>, with the same SIL, SIL(<ij>)= SIL (<u,v>) , and the same representative, i.~.k<j and u_<k<v. Since they share a common representative, k, the two intervals must overlap. But since they are distinct, there must be a distinguishing element, d, that is in one but not the other. One of these distinguishing elements, d, would have to be a bounding lcp in one and an interior lcp in the other. But then the two intervals couldn't both be
LCP-delimited.
Given this uniqueness property, we can determine the N-1 upper bound on the number of In summary, the four properties taken collectively make it practical to compute tf, df and RIDF over a relatively small number of classes; it would have been prohibitively expensive to compute these quantities directly over the N(N+ 1)/2 substrings.
Calculating classes using Suffix Array
This section will describe a single pass procedure for Computing classes.
Since LCP-delimited intervals obey a convenient nesting property, the procedure is based on a push-down stack. The procedure outputs 4-tuples, <s [i] 
Computing df for all classes
This section will extend the algorithm in Figure 4 to include the calculation of dr. Straightforwardly computing dfindependently for each class would require at least quadratic time, because the program must check document id's for all substfings (N at most) in all classes (N-I at most).
Instead of this, we will take advantage of the nesting property of intervals. The df for one interval can be computed recursively in terms of its constituents (nested subintervals), avoiding unnecessary recomputation.
The stack elements in Figure 5 is augmented with two additional counters: (1) a df counter for summing the dfs over the nested subintervals and (2) (2, 3, 3, 0) [(1, 2, 1,1) I(-1,-1,-,-) 
Experimental results
RIDF and MI for English and Japanese
We computed all RIDF's for all substrings of two corpora, Wall Street Journal of ACL/DCI in English (about 50M words and 113k articles) and Mainichi News Paper 1991 -1995 in Japanese (about 216M characters and 436k articles), using the algorithm in the previous section. In English, we tokenized the text into words, delimited by white .space, whereas in Japanese we tokenized the text into characters (usually 2-bytes) because Japanese text has no word delimiter such as white space.
It took a few hours to compute all RIDF's using the suffix array. It takes much longer to compute the suffix array than to compute tfand df. We ignored substrings with tf< 10 to avoid noise, resulting in about 1.6M English phrases (#classes = 1.4M) and about 15M substrings of Japanese words/phrases (#classes = 10M).
MI of the longest substring of each class was also computed by the following formula.
, p(xyz) MI(xyz) = xog p(xy)p(z I y)
Where xyz is a phrase or string, x and Z are a word or a character and y is a sub-phrase or substring.
Little correlation between RIDF and MI
We are interested in comparing and contrasting RIDF and MI. Figure 10 MI is very different from RIDF. Both pick out interesting phrases, but phrases with large MI are interesting in different ways from phrases with large RIDF. Consider the phrases in Table 1 , which all contain the word "having." These phrases have large MI values and small RIDF values. A lexicographer such as Patrick Hanks, who works on dictionaries for learners, might be interested in these phrases because these kinds of collocations tend to be difficult for non-native speakers of the language. On the other hand, these kinds of collocations are not very good keywords. Table 2 is a random sample of phrases containing the substring/Mr/, sorted by RIDF. The ones at the top of the list tend to be better keywords than the ones further down. Table 3 .A and 3.B show a few phrases starting with/the/, sorted by MI (Table 3 .A) and sorted by RIDF (Table 3 .B). Most of the phrases are interesting in one way or another, but those at the top of Table 3 .A tend to be somewhat Table 3 .C. We extracted four random samples of 100 substrings each. The four samples cover all four combinations of high and low RIDF and high and low MI, where high is defined to be in the top decile and low is defined to be in the bottom decile. Then we manually scored each sample substring using our own judgment as a good (the substring is a word) or bad the substring is not a word) or gray (the judge is not sure). The results are presented in Table 6 , which shows that substrings with high scores in both dimensions are more likely to be words than substrings that score high in just one dimension. Conversely, substrings with low scores in both dimensions are very unlikely to be words.
Case study: Names
We also compared RIDF and MI for people's names. We made a list of people's names from corpora using simple heuristics. A phrase or substring is accepted as a person's name if English phrase starts with the title 'Mr.' 'Ms.' or 'Dr.' and is followed by a series of capitalized words. For Japanese, we selected phrases in the keyword list ending with 'L~:' (-shi), which is roughly the equivalent of the English titles 'Mr.' and 'Ms.' .'~~,: (a) English names (b) Japanese names Figure 11 : MI and RIDF of people's names 37 interesting case, since both 'Mr.' and 'From' is a stop word. In this case, the RIDF was large and the MI was not.
The Japanese names in Figure 11 (b) split naturally at RIDF = 0.5. Japanese names with RIDF below 0.5 are different from names after 0.5. The group whose RIDF is under 0.5 included first name and full name (first and last name) at rate of 90% and another group whose RIDF is up to 0.5 included only lastname at rate of 90%. The reason of this separation is that full name (and first name as a substring of full name) appears once in the beginning of the document, but last name is repeated as a reference in the article. Recall that RIDF tends to give higher value to substrings which appear many times in a few documents. In summary, RIDF can discriminate difference of some words which cannot be done by MI.
Conclusion
We showed that RIDF is efficiently and naturally scalable to long phrases or substrings. RIDF for all substrings in a corpus can be computed using the algorithm which computes tfs and dfs for all substrings based on Suffix Array. It remains an open question how to do this for MI. We found that RIDF is useful for finding good keywords, word extraction and so on. The combination of MI and RIDF is better than either by itself. RIDF is like MI, but different•
